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A bond as endless as time. Their forbidden union sealed in blood. As the Alpha of New York, Trey

placed the needs of his pack above everything - until the mate he's waited centuries for waltzed into

his life and gave him a taste of what he'd been missing. Sadie, seductive, beautiful, and utterly

captivating, is also something shifters avoid at all costs - a vampire. Stunned to learn of her nature,

Trey turned his back on the only woman who could complete him. Now, realizing he's thrown away

the one thing he can't live without, Trey hunts Sadie down and defies tradition. Their sexual hunger

is undeniable, with each sizzling encounter bringing them closer together. Sadie tries to resist but he

refuses to allow it, using desire and her need for his blood to keep her close. With danger closing in,

it's necessary to announce his mating before the pack. To keep his female, he's willing to lose

everything he's ever known.
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If you're looking for a kick-azz heroine, Sadie's your girl. She's a warrior vampire, tough and strong

without being abrasive and mean. I've liked Sadie from the beginning, and she did not disappoint

me here. An enforcer, she takes care of business and lets her skills do all the talking. And I hate to

say it, but I think she's actually badder and tougher than Trey! And dare I say, Diskant, too. I mean,

what was going on with them? Some low T? They talked a good game, but Sadie actually showed

up to play. In my mind, Sadie was really the only one holding her own when it came crunch time,

and those men were lucky she was even around. She totally kicked azz. I thought she was an



awesome female lead. Brave and resolute, tough but caring and soft, too.From book 2, you know

just how Trey crushed Sadie's feelings. She was so hurt, and I was upset on her behalf over what

he had said to her. I still liked Trey and was only waiting for his dumb, sexy self to see the light

about the "leech" Sadie. After Sadie put him in his place, this Alpha werewolf realized just what he'd

tossed aside, and in this book, he's determined to get her back. I was surprised at how sweet their

romance felt at times. Trey turned out to be a hero with a tender side. The romance is super-sexy,

with some really hot times (especially that erotic shower scene with the baby oil), but there was a

sweet, loving feeling to this couple as well.Sadie really needed Trey to step up and be the man, and

I loved how he was so into her, really stuck on her, wanting her, needing her and only her. I think he

really came through, showing her how important she was to him. I needed him to do that, because

there's nothing worse than a hero who stakes a claim and then doesn't know how to treat his

woman and show her value.

I loved Omega Mine and Enemy Mine, the first two books in this series. So yes, once I heard that

Vampire Mine was out, it was bought. I consumed it in one sitting, early into the morning hours. Yes

it is that interesting, well written, the plot thickens, and Sadie and Trey get their acts together.While

Trey and Sadie reach a conclusion, I didn't feel it was complete. Maybe they needed to physically

move into the pack area and interact with the wolves, seeing them want to talk to her, to be with her,

instead of this group setting with one child. Instead we have the results of a fight which was on

Omega property, not Trey's seat of power. Another thing was the new Beta was only talking to Trey.

He didn't interact with Sadie at all. So I didn't get the Pack's acceptance towards Sadie, for them to

overcome the taboo of vampires and werewolves. That theme was a big part of this series and the

story didn't prove to me of the pack's acceptance of Sadie. She is a vampire and the mate of their

Alpha.Another reason Sadie's big fight didn't do it for me. . . None of the pack wolves shifted to help.

I pictured them standing around watching, not even protecting Amy. That really bothered me. If Amy

and her pregnancy are so important, why isn't her mate, The Omega, stepping up to shield her OR

take her somewhere safe? Where are the guards?With that said I was more interested in the side

stories that cropped up: Aldon and his finding his mate and Leigh with Nathan. What was said about

them was just enough to get tempted. I was left wondering what this enclave is and if Nathan can

stay with Leigh, even though we know he has to. Will Leigh being able to feed herself in this

enclave?
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